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WEATHER FORECAST
Rain or Snow Tonight or Thurs-da- y
in North Portion

EAS'l LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY
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GREAT INTEREST IN THE CASE
CONDUCTING THE
UNDER SHER.
PROSECUTION
MAN ANTITRUST LAW

GOVERNMENT
-

HISTORY OF OIL MONOPOLY
ROCKEFELERS
GRADUALLY

AND

FLAGLER

BUILT UP GREAT

fineries itself, but in 1899 its stock
was increased to $100,000,000 so as to
enable it to acquire the stock of nineteen other oil companies, which in
turn owned a large number of companies, concerned in the oil business.
The Standard Oil company of New
Jersey was designated as a holding
company and Is similar to the American Tobacco company, the organization of which was considered by the
court during the last few days.
The seven individuals named in the
suit as defendants were John D.
Rockefeller, William Rockefeller, Henry M. Flager, Henry H. Rogers, John
and
D. Archbold, Oliver H. Payne
Charles M. Pratt. The part these
men are said to have played in the
alleged violation of the Sherman anti
trust law has been summarized by the
government as follows:
About 1870 the Rockefellers and
Flagler conceived the purpose of controlling the petroleum trade, both do
mestic and export, and obtaining
monopoly thereof. They entered into
a conspiracy to accomplish this pur
pose, which from time to time took
the form of various combinations,
Shortly after 1870 the Rockefeller
and Flagler were Joined in the con- -

BRANDEIS GIVES

SHIPPERS' SIDE

present operating cost of the rail
roads on an average of twenty per
cent."
Mr. Brandeis asserted that
forty of
the sixty-fiv- e
directors of the four
great steel companies are directors
also in fifty-twrailroads, including
the most Important systems.
"Is it any wonder, then," he ask
ed, "fhat the railroads did not direct
their combinations to secure a re- duction' in the price of steel?"
in tnis One great item nlnne ha
stateo
could
bring
about an enormous saving. Savings,
he said, could be made in equipment
oharges, in the operation of machine
and repair shops, in planning before
performing in the standardization of
methods, material and equipment, in
keeping accurate records of Industrial
performances and In paying adequate
rewards for Individual accomplishments. He believed a saving of $50,
000,000 a year could be made on coal
alone, stating there is enormous waste
of fuel by all lines.
o
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CITY EDITION

Cincinnati s y most magnificent build
ing, today remain. The building had
a valuation of $1,000,000, while the
fixtures in the various offices in the
building were valued at $50,000.
fully 5,000 people were crowded
directly opposite the fire lines when
the roof collapsed. Clouds of smoke
and flying sparks filled the streets
for two squares, and a panic follow
ed.
Men and women fought to es
ITS MAGNIFICENT
CHAMBER OF
cape. When the smoke lifted, it was END CAME TODAY AT FAMILY
COMMERCE BUILDING PREY
found that no one was seriously In
HOME IN DENVER AFTER
'
TO FLAMES
jured.
LONG ILLNESS
The fire smarted In the kitchffn of
VALUABLE RECORDS BURNED the Business Men's club on the
fourth floor. At the time a banquet RECENTLY SUFFERED COLLAPSE
was in progress at which 150 leading
LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE
RAIL Cinclnnatlans were present. All es-- IMMEDIATE
CAUSE OF
DEATH
cased injury.
ROAD HAD GENERAL
ATTRIBUTED TO EXOPTHAL-MIwnnam B. Mellish, grand master
IN STRUCTURE
GOITER
of the Grand Encampment, Knights
Templars, was among those who were
BLAZE STARTED IN KITCHEN Injured by
wreckage from the falling WAS MISSOURIAN BY BIRTH
roof. His condition is not regarded
ONE HUNDRED FIFTY BUSINESS as critical.
AN ACKNOWLEDGED
AUTHORITY
MEN WERE ENJOYING A BANON MINING LAW IN SENATE
GOODWIN A REAL CUT-U- P
QUET AT THE TIME
St. Louis, Jan. 11. Attentions al
THREE YEARS
leged to have been paid to chorus
Cincinnati, O., Jan. 11. Entailing a girls by Nat Goodwin during his en
Denver, Jan. 11. Charles J. Hughes,
loss of $1,000,000, the second great gagement here in the summer
of the junior United States senator from
fire here within three weeks, last 1909, will form the basis of a divorce
Colorado, died this morning shortly;
night destroyed the Chamber of Com suit to be filed by his fourth wife, after 11 o'clock after a long illness.
merce building at Fourth and Vine Edna, Goodrich.
r
Death waa due to a general break
streets, damaged adjacent property
down. According to the attending
and injured a dozen firemenphysicians, the immediate cause of
Five men who are known to have FIGHT FIRE WITH
death was exopthalmlc goiter, with
been in the building when it caught
complications.
fire were unaccounted for today, and
Senator Hughes had been ill for
it Is believed that they perished in
MERCURY
BELOW several months. Last autumn he
the flames. The loss Is fully insured.
went to the Hawaiian Islands in an
Besides the Chamber of Commerce,
effort to regain Ms strength, but no
the Business Men's club, the Louis DAWSON, ALASKA, HAS A BLAZE improvement resulted. He returned
ville & Nashville railroad general of
home about two months ago and since
THAT CAUSES LOSS OF
fices and more than a score of busi
had been confined to hia bed most
$22,000
ness concerns had offices in trie
of the time.
building.
Senator Hughes was born February
Dawson, Alaska, Jan. 11. With the
Those missing include S. S. Sib- 16, 1853, at Kingston, Missouri. He
52 degrees below zero,
thermometer
of the Early &
of Misbald, secretary
from
Dawson Bremen last night lougnt a graduated 1873. the university
Daniel company, and Brant Marshall,
From 1903 to 1906 he
in the business district. i Before souri in
fire
was professor of mining law In Har
of the same company.
was under control it had destroy
of the it
vard university. He wasi elected to
Only the bare skeletons
ed the Seattle-Yuko- n
Trading com the United Btatee senate from Colo
walls of what was pronounced to be
buildtwo
other
pany's building and
rado in 1908.
ings. The loss totaled $22,000.
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23 ANARCHISTS
ARRESTED
alMunich, Jan. 11. Twenty-thre- e
were
anarchists
leged
arrested
11
contend
"We
today
Washington, Jan.
Washington, Jan. 11 The final
while holding a meeting here. Papers
that
existing rates are ample, but
for
Oil
company
fight of the Standard
that the expense of operation is ex said to be incriminating were also
.
seized.
Its very existence under the present
on
Four)
Page
(Contlnued
cessive; that wages are not too high
organization, is expected to begin late
but as the management is unscientific
trvinv hefore the Supreme Court of
labor, material and equipment fail
to give adequate results. We plead PORTUGAL FACES
the United States, at the conclusion BIB BATTLESHIP
for the introduction of scientific
of arguments in the Tobacco case.
management, under which the rail
John G. Milburn will lay before the
SERIOUS STRIKE
court the foundation for the defense
DISABLED AT SEA roads shall get a hundred cents for
the
Oil
every dollar expended."
pro
Standard
against
of the
This was the opening argument of
posed dissolution under the Sherman
D. Branels before the Interstate
Louis
Anti-Trulaw.
OF
MAJORITY
RAILROAD
AND
THE MICHIGAN LOSES HER PORT
Commerce Commission today in be
The suit under the Sherman anti
EMPLOYES OF MERCANTILE
PROPELLER AND TAIL SHAFT
half of the ; shippers of the Atlantic
trust law to dissolve the Standard Oil
HOUSES QUIT WORK
HEADS FOR HOME
who are fighting the pro1906
in
in
instituted
seaboard,
was
organization
posed general Increase in freight
the Circuit court of the United States
Lisbon, Jan. 11. A majority of the
Washington, Jan. 11. The Battle rates by the railroads.
for the Seventh district of Missouri
'Economies which would result If railroad employes of Portugal struck
The proceedings were begun by the ship Michigan of the Atlantic fleet
was partially disabled yesterday bv all the railroads of the United States today. The government had long
department of justice in the name of
her port propeller and tail introduced scientific
114
losing
States
management been warned of the movement and
United
corpo
against
the
shaft, according to a wireless mess have been estimated at not less than took active measures to maintain
rations and seven individuals.
The principal corporation was the age to the navy department today- $1,000,000 a day," he continued. service, with partial success. Follow
Standard Oil company of New Jersey. She was detached from the fleet and "This would result in reducing the ing the example of the railway men,
From 1883 to tho present time this Is proceeding to Hampton
Roads,
the employes of business houses quit
company is "said to "have operated re wliere the South Cnro'lja. which met
work on the ground that the governwith precisely rhe kamt; llnd of acci CHINKS PREPARE TO
ment had fail4 to issue a decree CHICAGO JUDGE IS
dent, is also pro's 94 V .13.
fixing; the limit of a day's work at
12 houri Riid providing one day's rest
IMMEDIATELY
MARKED Kill DEATH
MEET
AUTO ENGINEERS
In seven. As a result many business
New York, Jan. 11. The American
houses are closed.
REDEP0S1T $100,0110 Society of Automobile Engineers be JANUARY THIRTY DATE SET FOR
DYNAMITE BOMB FOUND BESIDE
gan Its seventh, annual meeting in GETTING RID OF SUPERFLUOUS
DEATH LIST ONLY FIFTY
RESIDENCE
FUSE HAD
this city today, with President How11. CommuniSt.
Jan.
Petersburg,
OUT
BURNED
APPENDAGE
REPRESENTATIVES OF WILLIAM ard E. Coffin presiding. The two days'
cation with Przsevalsk, in Russian
A. BUDDECKE ACCEPT
sessions will be devoted to the busi
Turkestan, which was interrupted by
Jan. 11. A dynamite
Chicago,
San Francisco, Jan. 11. All local an
ness of the society and the disous- COURT'S RULING
earthquake on January 4th, was
slon of technical subjects by engi- Chinese daily papers today published restored today. The 'town was not bomb was found early today at the
of County Judge John E. OwA. neering experts. The report of the what purports to be a message from greatly damaged, but the north shore home
of William
Representatives
m'n-iste- r
elected head of the
ens,
recently
Chinese
former
Wu
in
a
increase
shows
Ting Fang,
large
of Lake Isikkul was severely shaken
Buddecke and the Las Vegas Railway secretary
election machinery. It was
county
to the United States, announc- and
the membership of the society durfifty persons were killed.
& Power company have notified John
about seven Inches long and an inch
ing the date he has fixed for cutting
ing the past twelve months.
in diameter. The lead was covered
the
off his queue. Wu says: "Tho most
Joerns, clerk of the court for
a fuse appeared to have been
and
inauspicious time for disposing of my GROWING OF BLACK
Fourth judiical district, of their
LEGISLATION
The
but had burned out.
RABICAL
will
Ignited,
the
be
superflous appendage
tention of depositing with him at
bomb was beside the wall of Judge
of
month
first
the
in
sixteenth
day
once a certified check for $100,000,
GRASS JSAPPROVED Owen's library.
of his imperial highthe third
In accordance with the provisions of
PROPOSEDJN KANSAS ness Suan year
Tung."
the ruling made by the supreme
In the modern chronology, that EXPERIMENTS SHOW THAT IT
FRANK GOTCH MARRIED
check GOVERNOR STUBBS URGES THE means
court of the territory. The
January 30- On that day it is
Des
Moines, la., Jan. 11. Frank
WILL RECLAIM ARID LANDS
was to be deposited late this afterENACTMENT
OF INITIATIVE,
reported many local Chinese merchGotch,
heavyweight
championship
OF SOUTHWEST
noon or tomorrow. This means the
ants will also visit the barrel and
REFERENDUM AND RECALL
of the world, was married
wrestler
property of the railway and power
emulate Mr. Wu's example. Thev will
at 5 o'clock this afternoon to Miss
Fort Worth, Tex., Jan. 11. Efforts
company will be resold. The litigation
the parting of their pig11.
celebrate
The
session
Jan.
Kan.,
Topeka,
Galdys Oestrich, at the home of the
in which the company is entangled is of the Kansas legislature, which con- tails at a big banquet
to reclaim the arid lands of the latter's
mother, In Humboldt, la.
for
of Interest to Las VegaB people
southwest by the growing of the now
vened today will be one of more
the reason that it Is practically than usual importance. Though a
almost extinct black grass on the
understood that several improve United States senator is not to bo RATON GAINEO 999
deserts, were approved by the Ameri- INCREASES HOUSE
ments in the street car service will elected until 1913 the lines of the
can National Live Stock association
be made when the legal impediments
in convention here today. Prof. J. J.
contest are defined pretty
coming
RESIDENTS SINCE 1900 Thorber of Tucson, Ariz., is experiMEMBERSHIP TO
have been removed and the owner- clearly already and it is expected &e
beestablished
of
the
company
ship
menting with this grass and hopes by
present session of the legislature will
for
yond all legal question. Among these witness preliminary skirmishing of an POPULATION
CITY its use to fit the desert regions
GATE
OF
ORDERED
CENSUS
COMMITTEE
Is the extension of the line to the important character.
the government
of
Efforts
pasture.
INSUBSTANTIAL
SHOWS
CRUMPACKER BILL REPORTHot Springs canyon by utilizing the
to aid the stock raiser s In pasturing
Senator Curtis, who will ask
IN 10 YEARS
CREASE
ED FAVORABLY
Santa Fe's branch track.
reserves
was
forest
on
national
herds
will
be
two years hence,
opposed
W.
of
described
Is
a
Grazing
Curtis
Inspector
Stubbs.
Governor
by
by
Washington, Jan. 11. The popula- C. Barnes of the forestry department.
Washington, Jan. 11. The Crum-packstaidpatter and Stubbs a radical into
of
the
N.
tion
"Is
he
M.,
"The
more
Raton,
said,
beginning
To
according
make
his
range,"
congressional reapportionment
GENERAL
position
surgent.
e
fer- bill, fixing the house membership at
secure with the progressive element, thirteenth decennial census Is 4,539, to return to some of Its
which is slightly in control of the compared with 3,540, which was its tility under the care of the govern- 433, exclusive of New Mexico and
MARCHINGJN CEiBA legislature, Governor Stubbs will population ten years ago at the time ment"
Arizona, was ordered favorably reOfficers will be elected tomorrow, ported to the house today by the
champion several radical measures. of the twelfth census. This Is a gain
census committee.
when the convention will adjourn.
AND The governor will make his hardest of 999.
LEADER
RPVOLUTIONARY
utilia
of
the
for
passage
public
fight
FOR
5,000 REBELS, HEADED
ties law which will provide for a comHONDURAN CAPITAL
mission to have full control over all
utilities lo operate In more than one
New Orleans, La., Jan. 11. A wire county. This would include railroads,
from Ceiba, Honduras, states that express, telegraph, telephone, and
lines. The governor will algreat excitement prevails there over
so
the Initiative and refer
for
A vote FOR THE CONSTITUTION on January 21 is a vote to strike the shackles of
fight
the approach of General Bonilla's
and for a change In
the
recall,
endum,
from New Mexico.
revolutionary army and that the the constitution so that state officers
Hornet's
steamer
guns
of
the
terms
booming
may be elected for four-yea- r
f$ r A vote against the constitution is to weld these shackles even more securely and for
can be heard. The dispatch adds that and be Ineligible for
"
years to come upon New Mexico.
General Bonllla and General Lee
We leave it to the honest judgment of every citizen as to whether he will vote to strike
f
Christmas, with an army of 5.000 LANGFORD DEFEATS JEANETTE
Boston, Jan. 11. Sam Langford demen, yesterday occupied Cuero Sola- the shackles or will vote to weld the shackles
.
do, Juan Lopaz, Obispo and Colorado, feated Joe Jeannette In a bout of 12
Election Day is but ten days away. The time is short for you to consider how you are
all Important points along the coast. rounds before the Armory Athletic
Bonllla is reported moving rapidly association last night Landford was
fjoinfj to vote. Make up your mind now.
unable to land a knockout, however.
toward the capital.
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DIVORCED FROM JESSE JAMES
Kaneaa City, Mo., Jan. 11. Mra

Stella P. James was granted a. di
vorce from Jessie E. James, a son
of Jesse James, the famous bandit,
last night. James made no contest.
Mrs. James was given the custody of
their four children and also granted
alimony at the rate of $100 per
month. Mrs. James testified that she
and her husband had separated three
times since their marriage, eleven
years ago. She said tne last separation had lasted six months and it was
impossible for them to be reconciled.

PLANS FOR SEWER

SYSTEMJNDER
MATTER

MAY

LAUNCHED
COUNCIL

BE
AT

WAY

FORMALLY

TONIGHT'S

MEETING

Immediate action leading toward
the construction of a sanitary sewer
system likely will be advocated at the
regular meeting of the city council
which will be held in the city hall
tonight. Mayor K. D. Goodall and
several members of the council are
believers in the necessity of a sewer
system and likely will bring up a
discussion of the subject this evenThe first meeting in January,
ing.
at the beginning of the year, is believed to be the best possible time
for beginning plans for the construc
tion of a sewer.
Dr. C. C. Gordon, city physician,
has , urged upon the council several
times the necessity for Immediate
action and many citizens favor the
building of a sewer system without
delay. Some of the city officials have
made a study of 1Jie subject of sewers during the past several months
and believe they have evolved apian
that will enable the city to foulld a
sewer systein at the least possible
expense. If Las Vegas Is to keep pace
with the other cities of the southwest It must have a sewer system,
and now Is the time to build it.
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BE LEGAL HOLIDAY
GOVERNOR WILLIAM J. MILLS
TO
SUES PROCLAMATION

IS

THAT EFFECT
Santa Fe, N. M.7' Jan. 11. Gover
nor William J. Mills today Issued a
proclamation, declaring January 21 a
legal holiday throughout the territory
of New Mexico and urging a general
suspension of all business on that day.
January 21, which is the day fixed
for the holding of the election for
the ratification of the constitution
for the proposed new state, will be
one of the most eventful In New Mex
ico's histqry, according to the exe
cutive's proclamation, and he there
fore urges a suspension of business
that every citizen may cast his bal
lot on that day, believing it is the
duty of every citizen to go to the polls
and vote.
The uroclamatidn sets forth the im
portance of the coming election, reviews briefly the statehood contest
and it Is expected it will be generally
observed by banks, postoffices and
business houses. The proclamation
Is obligatory on county and territorial offlcia's.

MAY

INVESTIGATE

SENATORSTEPHENSON
WISCONSIN

SENATE COMMITTEE

RECOMMENDS

INQUIRY
HIS ELECTION

Madison,

Wis.,

Jan.

11.

INTO

United

States Senator Isaac Stephenson l
charged with a number of violations
In a
of the laws of Wisconsin

lengthy statement filed with Governor McGovern today- - by the 1909
state senate committee In its report
READ
OWEN RESOLUTION
iho Investigation of the prima.
llAsenator
on
Jan.
Washington,
Owen's resolution, declaring the elec- campaign and election of Senator
tion of Senator William Lorimer of Stephenson. The committee recomIllinois, Illegal and void, was form mends that a copy of the report be
ally read In the senate today) and re- submitted to the United States senferred to the committee on privileges ate and that that body Investigate
Mr. StephenBon'g election.
and elections.
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ARE ORDERED TO

That the Las Vegas Young Men'
Christian Association has done a great
work- during the year just closed and
is in condition to accomplish much
more during the coming twelvemonth
is shown by the reports of the offi
cers of the association, which were
read last night at the annual meeting.
The meeting was held in the lobby
of the association building and was
attended by a large number of men
and young men, whose names are on
its membership rolls. The large attendance demonstrates the Interest
the members of the Y. M. C. A. are
taking in its welfare.
Statistics for 1910, which were compiled and read at the meeting by
Secretary George Fitzslmmons, are

BACK UP

-

SUSADHERENTS OF OHIOAN
PECTED OF TRYING TO CAPTURE BALTIMORE MEETING

Washington, Jan. 11. The Harmon
boosters who have teen very active
In the preparation for the big democratic jollification feast at Baltimore
January 17, at which Governor Har-mowill be the speaker, have receiv
ed quiet hints In the last few days
not to be quite so frisky.
No open charge that the Harmon
propoganda is preparing to turn the
meeting into a snap nominating con:
vention for the Ohio governor has
been made, but that Is exactly what
the friends of Woodrow Wilson and
Champ Clark believe. A friendly but
firm intention from these camps have
been conveyed to the Harmon men
that their tactics are going to cause
trouble if persisted in.
Champ Clark, as well as Harmon,
Is to be a speaker at the dinner, and
Clark's friends are not trying to con
ceal the fact that they believe their
man Is quite as promising a candidate for the presidency as Harmon,
perhaps a little more so. If the Baltimore dinner is to be used as a means
of launching presidential booms the
Clark men want to know ,it In advance, that's all. They will be on
hand with one of the prettiest booms
ever let loose, if sucu things are to
be permitted.
Woodrow Wilson will not be at the
dinner, and his friends are even more
anxious, therefore, than the Clark
supporters that there should be an
understanding that no stampede act
Bhall be attempted for any candidate. At the same time nobody is
taking any chances, and the supporters of all three candidates are going
to the dinner with cards in their
Bleeves for all emergencies- MEN AT TAMPA

RAILWAY

Tampa, Pla., Jan. 11. More than
one hundred prominent railway of
ficials of the United States, Canada
and Mexico are attending the annual
convention of the National Associa
tion of Railway Agents, which met
session
here today for a four-daNtompom feature of entertainment
Juwa been arranged for the vleiting
railway men, many of whom are ac
companied by their families.
y

OUR M LLI0N8 IN

LAS VEGAS YM. C. A. DOING
GREAT WORK YEAR'S REVIEW

II
HARMONBOOMERS

SECRETARY

GEO.

FITZSIMMONS

full of interest. They cannot be reproduced in full here but the state
ment of a few of the Items contained
In them will give a comprehensive
idea of the scope of the work of the.
Y. M. C. A.

During 1910 the total number of
people utilizing the building and Its
accommodations was over 18,490. The
association added to the general
cleanliness of the city by furnishing
more than 6,500 baths. During the
year 396 classes were held in the
gymnasium with a total attendance of
The number ueing the gym4,868.
nasium during the year waa 6,582.
Nineteen public basketball games
were played and two indoor athletic
meets were conducted. (
I
The social department gave seven
teen BocialB and entertainments, dur- -

1

SKATiNG CHAMPIONSHIPS
St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 11. Many of
the speediest men on the steel blades
are entered for. the northwestern
championships of the Western Skating association, which are to be contested at the St. Paul ball park tomorrow and Friday. The events will
Include the half-mile
mile and
e
open championships,
novice and junior championships.

leaving a balance on hand of
During the twelve months
reequipment and necessary repairs
aulred an expenditure of $653.93
heavy burden upon the association Is
the interest on its mortgage, which
amounted last year to $716.03. When
this load of debt is finally removed,
which the directors and officers of the
association hope will be in the not
distant future, "the Y. M. C. A. will
be able to meet ita obligations with
little fear of a deficit.
The financial statement, which was
read by D. I Batchelor, showed the
total aeseata of the associations to
be $27,335.18 while the total liabilities
are $9,154.57 leaving the net worth
of the association at $18,180.61. Un
paid subscriptions, room rentals and
membership fees amount to $723.42.
The value of building, furnishings and
lots Is $26,000.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, A. H. Har
rls and D. L. Batchelor .were elected
for
directors to succeed themselves
the term of three years. Rufus Meade
and H. C. Smith were chosen direc
tors to succeed H. A. Barnett, re
signed, and F. B. January, deceased
Before the beginning of the business
meeting District Attorney Charles W.
G. Ward gave an interesting talk on
his recent vacation trip to Nova Sco
tia. This was heard with a great deal
of pleasure.
Sitting in the brightly
lighted lobby beside the cheerful fire
place the men heard Mr. Ward's de
scriptions of the woods and waters
of the north with much interest
Before the men left for their homes
These
refreshments were served.
consisted of delicious chocolate, wa
fers and cake. Dr. Frank H. H. Rob
erts and other men present told
number of witty stories.
The splendid success of the work
of the association during the past
year la due to the faithful work of
the offlicers and directors and espe
cial credit is due to the secretary
George Fitzslmmons "Fitz," as he
is affectionately called by the men
and boys of the association, has the
happy faculty of being able to enforce
strict discipline without friction.
association
Everything about the
building is run on strictly business
principles. There is no confusion
The various classes and departments
have learned that when the hours assigned to them have expired they
must give way to others. The ached
-

rr

one-mil-

I
WEDDING

S

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 11 A wedding of note here today was that of
Miss Frances Lacy Withers,
daughter
of Mrs. Henry M. Withers, and Mr.
Laurence H. Armour of Chicago, eon
of the late Kirk Armour, head of the
Armour Packing company of Kansas

ft
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THE ASSOCIATION

EVER HAVE IT?
If You Have, the Statement of
This
East Las Vegas Citizen Will Interest You

Ever have a
"
pain in the
back,
In the "small," right over the
hips?
That's the home of the backache.
It's caused by sick) kidneys,
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
cure it.
East Las Vegas people endorse this.
Read a case of it:
P. CIddio, 506 Grand Ave., East Las
Vegas, N. M. says: "I am as strong
in my praise of Doan's Kidney Pills
today as when I publicly testified in
their favor two year ago. I had a
great deal of trouble from my back.
There was a steady dull ache through
my loins and right side and stooping
caused sharp twinges. I believe that
my work was responsible for the trouble, as I am obliged to alt In a cramped position so much. Prompt relief
followed the use of Doan's Kidney
Pllte and the contents of one box
completely cured me. I had no return attack of backache until about
three weeks ago and then Doan's Kidney Pills disposed of the trouble."
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50
Foster-Mllburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name uoan'e ana
take n otter.
"low-down-

n
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DY UNCLE SAM
OF CUSTOMS INSPEC
TORS SPELLS GRIEF FOR INCOMING PASSENGERS

VIGILANCE

New York, Jan. 11. The vigilance
of the customs Inspectors has result
ed In collecting an amazing total in

fines from incoming passengers in the
past year. Even with the frequent
stories of the record duties paid, the
results of the year, comes as a sur
prise. During 1907, for instance, the
average duty paid by each passenger
was $1.66. In 1910, the average duty
was increased to $5.36. 1esa than
$500,000 was collected from duties on
passengers' baggage in 1909, while
last year's energetic campaign against
smuggling, resulted in the collection
of $1,775,000. During the ,twentytwo
months' service of the present collector of the port, nearly $4,000,000 has
been collected in fines, penalties and
forfeitures.
South American Trade Grows
A remarkable increase is reported
by government statisticians in the
tirade between
North and South
America during the past year. The
in
growth is especially significant
view of the fact that the trade with
Europe during the last month of the
year, showed a slight falling off. The
total exports to South America for
the year will probably touch the
$100,000,000 line for the first time in
the hi3tory of our trade relations. Iu
November alone, the trade showed an
increase of about $2,000,000, being in
excess of the corresponding month of
a year ago, while for the eleven
months, the increase is fully $1 6,000,same
000 sreater than during the
months of last year. The United
States have imported from South
to
America
1910, goods
during
the value of $165,781,000, in contrast
to the exports amounting to $100,000,000. In the same period we have im
ported from Europe about $700,000,- worth of goods, and exported over
$1,000,000,000. The proportion of ex
ports and Imports Is practically re
versed in the case of South America,
A Novel Seasick Cure
The latest idea for controlling the
rolling 'of ships in igh seas, is to
balance the vessel by means of large
bodies of water carried In ingenious
ly arranged tanks. These compart
ments are built in the form of a "U
and are run continuously down the
port side through the hold and up
the starboard side. The water is con
trolled by a special device for bal
ancing the upward swing of the ship.
The new device has passed its expert
mental stage. An actual test has
been made on the liners "Ypiranga'1
and "Careavado" of the HamburgAmerican line in the Buenos Ayres
service. It was found in an actual
test, that a vessel which would roll
as high as eleven degrees under or
dinary conditions, can be controlled
to' two degrees motion by the use of
the tank
At the recent congress of
Shipbuilding Engineers in Germany,
the emperor personally congratulated
the inventor on the success of his
plan.
Striking Harbor Statistics
During the year 1910, 10,144 vessels
arrived at the port of New York. The
passing of the sailing vessel would
seem to be indicated by the fact that
6,459 of these were steamers and 3,685 were sailing vessels. In the for
eign trade, 1,964 vessels sailed under
the British flag, American vessels sec
ond with 716 and Germany third with
549, while the
Norwegian vessels
ranked next. Fourteen other nations
shared In this commerce making a to
tal of sixteen in all. The distribu
tion of thees arrivals by months,
shows that the harbor's commeroe is
always large, and the least active
month as a rule, is January, while
July and August witnesses the great
eqt number of arrivals.

ing the year. These had a, total attendance of 943. Eighteen Santa Fe
entertainment course concerts were
given. There are popular with the
railroad men and their friends, the
total attendance being 6,880. The excellent and systematic manner in
which the association conducts these
entertainments has: mad Las Vegas
one of the banner cities visited by
the concert companies.
In religious work the association
kept pace with the accomplishments
of the Other departments of its work.
The Sunday men's meetings and bible
classes had a total attendance
of
1,017.

The membership of the association
waa reported as follows:
Sustaining members, 29; senior members,
124; student members, 27; boy members, 48; tcal emberehip 229. During the year 'the secretary assisted
eighteen persons in securing employment in Las Vegas. Much good Is
done through this department of the
Y. M. C. A. work. Valuable information concerning Las Vegas, its people, its climate and its resources and
possibilities was sent out to all parts
of the country- last year through the
Y. M. C.' A, hundreds
of Inquiries
having been sent the secretary from
prospective locators in New Mexico.
Seventy-on- e
men received assistance
in various ways.
The report of A. H. Harris, treasurer of the association, showed the receipts for the year to have been
while the expenditures were

l--
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BUILDING

ules are as rigidly adhered to as the
running time of the trains of a big
railway system,
Mr. Fitzslmmons enjoys the confl
dence and esteem of the members of
the association. He believes in the
"square deal" policy . and keeps it
constantly in practice. Dirt is hated
by Mr. Fitzslmmons and the Y. M. C.
A. building from top to bottom is as
neat and clean aa broom, scrub brush
and duster can keep it. Boys ami
young men are taking increased interest in the association, the policy
of which Is to develop their bodies
by the use of the gymnasium and
other accommodations and to develop
in thera Christian character by niacin
them in wholesome surroundings. Re
ligion, however, is not forced upon
any of the members; they are informed of the religious meetings held oi.
Sundays and various other times dur
ing the year, and attendance is op
tional.
The Young Men's Christian Association is doing a great work In Las
Veem. Here's "wishing it a prosperous and successful 1911.
ON TRIAL FOR MURDER
Jersey City, N. J., Jan. 11, The
case of Richard O'Leary, charged
with having murdered his wife at
their home, in Kearny last August,
was called for trial today. O'Leary
is alleged to have struck his wife
on the head with a flatiron during a
quarrel. The woman died the next
day In a hospital in Newark.

-
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RUST ABLE

is the word
expresses the
that
the
the
quality and
fit,
style,
the workmanship of these
renowned corsets.
There is always Something
about them which attracts
and holds your attention.
You admire them for their
absolute comfort and for their

FAULTLESS

OERE

is a new BON TON,
superb in design, comfortable and easy fitting,
built upon lines that will
shape the wearer's form in
accordance with the latest
figure fashion.
It is specially made for
stout figures and although
strong, well boned and very
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Bon

IBM1
qualities.

form-beautifyi-

The.illustration portrays only
one of the many handsome

serviceable, is flexible enough
to "give" to the body movements
and assures ease and freedom in
any posture.
As a perfect foundation for
gowns of present mode this
MODEL 963 cannot, be excelled.
Medium high bust, long hips and
back.
Cutawoy front and six
supporters. White coutil.
Sizes
Sizes

19
31

to
to

Price

30
36-P-

new

to find yours.

It is STYLE

565 with low

bust, long front, hips and
No side steels. Six
supporters. White coutil.
back.

SIZES 18 to 26 PRICE $2.

$5

$6

rice

models we

slender-figur- e

are now showing. No trouble

Guaranteed to Fit, Wear
and Satisfy

Guaranteed to Fit, Wear
and Satisfy

E3TABL15HED
EXPERTS GATHER
IN THE CAPITAL

WHOLESALE DEALERS

SESSION OF NATIONAL
TARIFF COMMISSION IN

INITIAL

WASHINGTON

Scores of
Washington, Jan.
delegates, some of them appointed by
the governors of the various states
and many others representing trade
bodies and commercial organizations
in every section of the country, were
on hand today at the opening of the
National Tariff Commission conven- 11.
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The National Tariff Commission association, under whose auspices the
convention meets, is an affiliation of
nearly one hundred commercial and
industrial organizations of the country banded together to conduct an
organized campaign for the creation
tariff
by congress of a permanent
commission.
A permanent,
commission of tariff experts is sought by
the association as the best solution
of the tariff question. This commis
sion is not to fix rates, but to act as
advisers and recommenders to con
gress. The memlbers are to serve
constantly, the same as other gov
ernment bureaus, and it is part of
the program to have them take up
only one section of the tariff at a
time, so that the business world need
feel no apprehension that radical and
general changes in rates are to .be
made at any time.

It is understood that a missionary
of the Seventh Day Adventist denomiPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
nation will be here soon to organize AZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
a church. There are said to be several cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed
adherents of that faith living in Las ing or Protruding ' Pilea in 6 to 14
Vogas.
days or money refunded. 60c.

There ts Only One

"Bronio Quinine"
That is
Lmiz&tiife Bromo Quinine
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two-mil-

ARMOUR-WITHER-

1911

RON TOM
CORSET S

FINES COLLECTED

$5,928.17
$11.76.
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QNL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS

SIX

IN NEW MEXIOO

COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS

Dry Goods

Groceries,

Hardware,

HAIL ORDERS
LAS VEGAS,

Implements,

SA

Stoves,

SIX
Vehicles

""SSST-3-HOUSES--

SANTA ROSA

ALBUQUERQUE,

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distill ed Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Ma.in 227,

GROSS, KELLY
(Incorporated

and CO

WHOLESALE KIER3HANT&
and Dealer m In
WOOL, HIDES and PELTS
HOUSES at East Las Vetras

'

N M

aik

USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IM ONE
DAT.

Always remember the full name. Look
for this signature on every box. 25c.

MARK

"

BLANKETS

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY
Indiana are urged with particular emphasis by the railroad commissions.
of the victims
Approximately one-haof casualties resulting from railroad
who
are "trespassers"
operations
use the rights of way as thoroughfares, including the tramps who risk
their lives on railroad trains. Both
Indiana and Wisconsin have established "safety departments' and the plan
Is under consideration in many other
THIS METHOD OF
states. In Wisconsin the result has TUCUMCARI DELEGATION GRATE
SUGGESTED BY A CHIFUL FOR TREATMENT ON
been the discovery that railroads
CAGO MAN
lose an enormous amount of traffic
RECENT VISIT
by their failure to expedite the movecnicago, Jan. 11. The clearing ment of trains by means of
The Optic is not in the habit of
house syBtem of farmers Is proposed signal apparatus. Figures compiled by
handing itself bouquets, but In this
the League for Public Safety show Instance believes the publication of a
as a practical solution of the r
that
those railroads which have been letter received from Prof.
ation recommended by Secretary WilJoseph S.
most
progressive in providing safeson and others, the Idea being that
ofer, superintendent of the Tucum- of a Chicago man, Seth Farnsworth, guards for travelers and employes by cari public schools, will be of interest
He contends that it will supplement Installing the best signal apparatus The letter, which is
the postal savings bank facilities for yet available are the ones which show reads:
the largest
and the smallest
"Tucumcari, N. M.
saving which at last, and with de- losses In earnings
estimated loss
wrecks.
The
cided success, have been Inaugurated
"January 7, 1911.
In sixty towns and cities under the of 1250,000,000 annually in the rail- "To the Entire
Force,
Optic
roads' wreck waste does not take
bill passed by the last congress. "Let
"East Laa Vegas, New Mexico.
Into consideration the loss of revenue
the farmers of the country, or many
due to the Impeded traffic when, for "Ladies and Gentlemen:
of them, organize a fanners' clearing
"This is to express the sincere aplack of signal equipment, trains can
house association, choose one bank
be moved only at a very slow speed preciation of the whole Quay county
in the county to act as their clear even
in good weather. The figures do (delegation for the magnanimous
ing house, and give that bank an not take Into consideration either
the treatment we. received at your hands.
assignment from each member of ail losses
accounts
Particularly does the board of Educainto
various
charged
the products of his farm, this to be as
result of interrupted traffic when tion of Tucumcari and Its constituen6old by the bank and the proceeds
wrecks occur.
The five American cy feel under obligations to you. We
held to the credit of the farmer," said
railroads
had a clean record expected courteous treatment, but we
which
Mr. Farnsworth.
"Let each sign an in 1909 of not a
fatality In train ac- had no idea you would go so far out
agreement not to purchase anything, cidents out of their millions of pas- of your way to make our visit one
automofood, clothing, machinery,
sengers were ones which have the grand round of pleasure long to be
biles, or stock, except through the best
signaling safeguards- The Burl- remembered.
clearing house , bank and let the ington system has 8,781 miles i"f block
"Personally, I shall always have a
arrangement be that no member can signals out of a total
mileage of warm spot in my heart for The Optic.
withdraw cash except at stated in9,092, which approximates the protec If it 13 ever possible to assist any of
tervalsBy this plan, if a member tion on railroads of England, every you to gain any of your desires, please
wants to sell direct to local dealers.
mile of which has block signal safe- command me.
let him have the right to do so, but
guards. Of the other roads on the
"Respectfully,
receive the money dn a credit check roll of honor the Erie has
protection
"JOS. S. HOFER."
on the bank, that check to be depos- on 78
per cent, and the Pennsylvania
ited with the clearing house bank. on 80
per cent of its mileage. As a
Provision should be made that if any contrast to
this, the Pere Marquette,
member's crops are unequal in any which has had some
disastrous FIRE AT CLAYTON;
year to pay for his and his family's wrecks, is reported to have only 3
necessities, he may temporarily draw per cent of Its entire mileage safe
LOSSJS
from the funds of the association held guarded.
by the bank, and work his crops un
der the direction of government ex What Adequate Harbor Would Mean BLAZE OF UNKNOWN
ORIGIN
The immediate enhancing by more
perts until he repays the advance.
CONSUMES ENTIRE BLOCK IN
This clearing house plan Is practical than $10,000,000 of the value of Chi
UNION COUNTY SEAT
trou cago's taxable property is the gain
and will solve the
to
an
would
the
harbor
be
adequate
ble, the need of a circulating medium
Clayton. N. M., Jan. 11. Fire of
In dollars and cents, according
money, when credits for cropfe should city
com
a
to
of
unknown
the
member
origin raged In the business
Hoyt King,
answer equally well. When a man has
made
four
which
mission
ago
years
district
yesterday,
entailing a loss
to
is
In
his pocket he
likely
money
to property of merchand
damaRe
study of the present iiarboron facil
BLiend It. If It is a credit with tie
the ants of more thajx $1 OO.OOO. Tbe A.
vo no ities and who reported aJo
Ii arbor.
clearing bouse bank ho will,
J7ngrla.ril,
E. Wilt Furniture store, the L.aybon
v.wuiim- -i
m
diiwouj-ttaxable
nrosent
all
the
that
hotel and the Van Ordt furniture
" "
neda, mom-dinwould
at
$850,000,000,
valued
stose were totally destroyed, buildand his fellow members will be able property,
benefited that the ex
ings and contents being consumed by
to buy everything at much better be so greatly
penditure of 110,000,000 in making the flames that could not be checkprices. Any bank would be glad to a new harbor
and dock facilities ed. The Are spread rapidly and the
enter into such an arrangement and
an
that would heat of the flames wrought damage
investment
be
would
perform the work on 5 per cent marwhich throw to
dividends
facts
pay
big
enormousIncrease
a row of small houses and stores
gin, and It would
new light on Mayor Busse's visit to across the street.
debank's
the
Every structure
almost
and
instantly
ly
Washington. He declared that a new but two in the block in which the
posits and resources."
harbor and facilities for connecting fire occurred, were totally destroyed.
Reducing Loss of Life on Railroads the railroads with the water were
disastrous
was one of the most
f
the appalling Imperatively needed to sustain the It
Reducing by
this
county.
of
fires In ,the history
and growing loss of life in railroad gait at which Ohicgao has grown. He
The fire was discovered about two
operations in the United States by related that Manchester had encount o'clock in the morning in the rear of
adoption in every state of England's ered similar conditions after spend- the Wilts furniture store. Shortly afban against the use of railroad rights ing
$85,000,000 on a harbor. The terwards the flames were seen com
build-lne- .
of way as public thoroughfares, and drainage canal has provided the link,
out of the back part of the
also by the compulsory safeguarding adjacent to which one Industry has ing
soon
wind,
a
high
and. fanned by
of tracks by modern signal apparatus, built a plant covering 116 acres and
and the
hotel
the
to
Layton
spread
is declared possible in bulletins of the employing
men. "With the Van Ordt furniture store adjoining.
2,000
headfrom
Public
for
Safety
League
opening of the canal there has arisen After the fire had gained considerquarters in Chicago. In many states the new Clearing-Argdistrict which able headway, fear grew that the en
laws to prohibit trespassing
upon is similar to conditions In Manchesttire town would be wiped out. The
rights of way and to provide means er." said Mr. Hoyt King. "In that loss is estimated at $12,000 to win
for enforcement of those laws have district, which Is destined to become
and
and $1,000 to the Layton hotel
been proposed and in Wisconsin and the transfer point of enormous toncompany.
Ordt
Van
$1,000 to the
nage from water to rail, there are
Th residents of the nouses in m
6,000 acres of level land available and fire zone, fled in a panic from their
the great system of 'clearing yards' dwellings, dragging out
13,000 feet long and 670 feet wide and were Anally compelled to siana
which has connection with all the
by and see all their possessions
A SYSTEMIC BLOOD DISEASE belt line and most of the trunk line Idly
consumed by the fiery demon. On the
Catarrh is not merely an affection railroads. In that district alone opposite Bide of the street windows
of the mncous membranes; it is a there are 100 miles of railroad tracks were broken by the intense ineat. me
blood disease in which the which have a capacity for 5,000 cars
deep-seate- d
force was unable to cope
fire
entire circulation and greater part of a day. Harbor facilities would, with with fighting
the situation. One wnoie diock
It is more
the system are involved.
a
solve
transporta
the
such
houses has been reduced
district,
business
of
commonly manifested in the head,
for
many generations. to ashes.
nose and throat, because of the sensi- tion problem
tive nature of these membranes, and How Chicago allowed itself to fall
also because they- are more easily behind Milwaukee in developing Its
reached by irritating influences from harbors Is Inconceivable."
CAUSES
the outside. The symptoms of CaOut
Costs
in
the
Report
as
a
Transportation
feeling
such
tight
tarrh,
head, nose stopped up, throat clogged
Transportation costs as a factor in
With a Di
and dry, hacking cough, etc., show land values in states adjacent io the Good Health Impossible
ordered Stomach
that the tiny blood vessels of the mu- Chicago markets as compared to
cous membranes are badly congested
been
and inflamed from the impurities in lands in western Canada has
There is nothing that will create
report
an
of
Catarrh
To
cure
interesting
per the subject
the circulation.
the
sickness or cause more trouble than
must be purified whtah showed the following: On
manently the blood
unmany
of
all
cents
SO
cleansed
disordered stomach, and
a
worth
was
same day wheat
and the system
Nothing equals in Calgary and $1.14 in Minneapolis people dally contract serious mala-di- p
healthy matter.
disregard or
S. S. S. for this purpose. It attacks Soriov sn ranta In flalearv. 92 cents
simnly through
me disease at lis
C'sl abuse of the stomach.
Jn
cenrs
25
oats
head, goes down in Minneapolis;
We urge every one suffering from
to the bottom of zarv. 5fi cents in Minneapolis'
stomach derangement, indigestion
Minneapolis.
1
any
trouble
in
and
the
In Catearv. $1.18
or
acute
makes a complete A bushel of each was woith $2.2C or dvsreD8ia. whether
and lasting cure in Calgary, $3.80 in Minneapolis; a chronic, to try Rexall Dyspepsia Tab
by PURIFYING bushel of each was worth 60 per cent lets, with the distinct understanding
the blood. Then more in Minneapolis than In . a that we will refund their money with
the inflamed
deduction was that land out question or formality, if after
membranes begin gary. The
Michigan, Minnesota, reasonable use of this medicine they
Wisconsin,
In
to heal, the head is cleared, breathing niinois or Indiana was worth" $10 to are not satisfied with the results.
becomes natural and easy, the throat
every un- $100 more per awe than equally goo&- We recommend them to our custom
is no longer clogged, anddisease
disof the
land in Canada or other remoter eec- ers every day, and have yet to hear
pleasant symptom
of all tions. The University of Wisconsin of any one who has not been benethe
is
S.
greatest
S.
S.
appears.
reason is
blood purifiers, and for this
is carrying on investigations which fited by, them. Three sizes, 25c, 50c,
for Catarrh.
lands and $1.00 a box. Sold in Las Vegas
the most certain curemedical
advice go to show that the remaining
Book on Catarrh and
only at our store The Rexall Store,
free to all who write.
The E. G. Murphey Drug Co.
on Page Seven)
(Continued
us.
Atlanta,
CO.,
BPECITIO
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OPTIC RECEIVES

lf

SYSTEM

n,

1. Full political
liberty.

district court) very

and religious

2. Strict limitation- of legislative expense.'
3. No bill (excepting
general
appropriation
bills) to embrace
more than one subject, and that
to be clearly expressed in the
title. This to prevent "jokers"
in legislation.
4. No law to be
revised or
amended by reference, but each
section as revised or amended
to be set out in full
5. The power of the governor
to veto a part of ,a bill appropriating money, and approve a part.
This to prevent the forcing of a
bad law by the necessity for appropriations.
6. Laws not to go Into effect
until ninety days after the adjournment of the legislature, except as to appropriation and
emergency measures.
7. Local and special laws not
allowed.
No law can be made remit-inany fine, penalty or Judgment against any officer, or validating illegal use of public
funds.
9. The legislature cannot grant
any special privilege to any person or corporation, and no exclusive right, franchise, privilege
or immunity can be granted by
the legislature or any municipal'
ity.
10. No law can be passed giving extra compensation to any
officer, servant, agent or contractor after service is rendered
or contract made.
11. Compensation
of officers
cannot be increased or diminished during their term of office.
12. No member of the legislature can be appointed to an office
during the term for which he
was elected.
13. No member of the legislature can within one year thereafter b oj'pointedi to an olBco
which was created or the emoluments Increased during his term
of office.
14. No member of the legislature can, within one year thereafter be Interested In any oa-trawith the state, or any municipality thereof, which was authorized by any law passed during his term of office.
15. No obligation duethe state
or any municipality can be remitted by the legislature.
can
escape
16. No, person
of a
violation
the
for
ipunlshment
law by the subsequent repeal of
euch law.
and
officers
state
17. All
sujudges of the district and
imto
liable
are
courts
preme
peachment, removal from office
and disqualification to hold office
for crimes, misdemeanors and
malfeasance in office.
18. No member of the legislature allowed1 to use a' pass or accept transportation from a railroad company on terms not open
to the general public.
19. Giving or receiving a bribe
for a vote for or against legislation made a felony, and punished as suoh.
Executive officers of the
2Q.
state to be elected by the people,
and, with the exception of commissioner of public lands and
superintendent of public instruction, cannot succeed themselves.
21. Reasonable salaries to officers:
$5,000
Governor
... 3,000
Secretary of State
3,000
Auditor
-

8- -

g

3,000

4,000
Attorney General
Supt Public. Instruction . . 3,000
3,000
Com. of Public Lands
we
consider
that
When
many of our county officers receive more than double these
salaries, the above provisions are
very reasonable, in consideration
of the importance of the offices
filled and the high character and
ability required to fill them acceptably.
21. An
independent supreme
court Instead of a supreme court
composed of the trial judges, as
heretofore.
23. Election of judges by the
people and terms of office (eight
years for supreme court; six
years for district court) long
enough to minimize political influence.
24. Salaries of Judges
(6,000
for supreme court and $4,500 for

invested

-

'

in

the bonds of the

state, county

and municiaHtiea
thereof, and only the interest
therefrom used for the current
school fund, consisting of the
following:
(a) Sections 2, 16, 32 and 36
In each township, or lands selected In lieu thereof.
'(b) All other lands granted to
the state not otherwise appropriated.
all
(c) Also
other gifts,
grants and devises to the state,
the purposes of which are not
specified.
(d) Five per cent of all the
moneys realized from the sale of
public lands by the United States
within the state of New Mexico
after its organization.
(e) All other gifts, grants
and devises to the state for the
purpose of public schools or the
use of which is not otherwise
specified.
40. A current school fund, composed of the following:
(a) All fines and forfeitures
under general laws.
(b) All property escheated to

.

ct

Treasurer

reasonable,
when the importance of the
office and the high character of
the attainments required are considered.
25. A county clerk to perform
the duties heretofore performed
by the probate clerk and district
court clerk.
26. Equal and
uniform taxation.
forbid27. Double
taxation
den.
28. Total
annual tax levy for
all purposes, except state debt,
limited to 12 mills for the first
two years and 10 mills thereafter. Our usual tax levy for
territorial purposes has been
from 12 to 14 mills.
29. The
Illegal use of public
moneys or the making of profit
out of the same declared a felony, and punished as such.
30. All public moneys not Invested In interest bearing securities are required to be deposited
in national or state banks and
trust companies, at interest.
31. The state assumes all indebtedness of the territory in the
several counties,
which was
valid June 20th, 1910. This was
required by the provisions of the
enabling act and was not optional with th
convention. The
territory Is subrogated to the
rights of the counties, and the
legislature is. forbidden to release any county or any of the
taxable property therein, from
its obligation to pay the state
by reason of Its assumption or
payment of the debt of such
county.
32. The
"Militia Warrants" connot be validated or
legalized.
33. Bonded indebtedness of the
thereterritory and
of Is limited to certain percentages of the assessed valuation,
for the preceding year, as follows: State not to exceed one
per cent; county not to exceed
tour per cent; school districts
not to exceed six per cent; clt-- ,
ies towns and vlila&es not to
exceed four per cent, except tor
sewer system and water supply,
which is not limited.
34. The purposes for which a
county can be bonded are limited to necessary public buildings,
purroads and bridges. Th
poses for which school districts
can be bonded are for school
buildings and school grounds.
35. It Is illegal to issue bonds
for state, counties, school districts or villages, until the same
is authorized by a vote of a majority of the taxpayers.
36. The iniquitous fee system
is abolished.
37. County officers,
excepting
county clerk and probate judge,
cannot succeed themselves, nor
hold any county office for four
years thereafter.
commission
38. A corporation
to be elected by the people of
the state and charged with the
duty of fixing, determining, supervising, regulating and controlling all charges and rates of
railway, express, telegraph, telephone, sleeping car and other
transportation and transmission
companies and common carriers
within the state- - Also to require
railway companies to provide and
maintain adequate depots, stock
pens, station buildings, agents
and facilities for the accommodation of passengers and for receiving and delivering freight
and express, and to provide and
maintain necessary
crossings,
culverts and sidings upon and
alongside of their roadbeds,
whenever in the Judgment of the
commission, public Interest demand it, and as may be reasonable and just. Also said commission is charged with he duty
of making and enforcing reasonable and just rules requiring the
supplying of cars and equipment
for the use of shippers and passengers and to require all interstate! railways, transportation
companies or common carriers to
provide such reasonable safety
appliances In connection with all
equipment as may be necessary
and proper for the safety of its
employes and the public, and as
are now or may be required by
the federal laws, rules and regulations
interstate
governing
commerce.
39. A permanent
school fund,
the principal of which Is to be

the state.

(c) All rentals from" lands of
the permanent school fund.
(d) All interest realized from
the permanent school fund.
(e) Taxes, if necessary, to
supplement the current' school
fund.

guaranty by the state of
five months school annually in every school district
In the state.
42. Said constitution is reasonably easy of amendment, as follows:
(a) The legislature may at
s
any session thereof, by a
vote of all members of
each, house voting separately,
propose amendments.
(b) At the first regular session
after the expiration of two years
from the time the constitution
goes Into effect, and at any regu--'
lar session each, eight years
thereafter, a majority or all
members elected to each house
'
voting separately, may propose
amendments.
(c) Proposed amendments to
be submitted to a vote of the
people, and adopted by a majority
of the electors voting thereon
and by an affirmative vote, of 40
per cent of all votes cast at said
of
election and at least one-hathe counties thereof.
(d) During the first twenty-fiv- e
s
of the
years,
members elected to each house,
s
of the
and thereafter,
members elected to each house
may propose the calling of a new
and
constitutional
convention
submit the same to a vote' of the
people.
Benefits to Be Derived From
Statehood.
1. For a permanent
school
fund:
(a) In addition to sections
16 and 36 heretofore granted to
the territory, a gift of sections
2 and 32 in each township in the
state, or lands in lieu thereof,
valued on the basis of the minimum price fixed by congress, at
41.

A

at least

two-third-

,

lf

three-fourth-

two-third-

$16,000,000.

(b) Five per cent of the proceeds of all public Jands within, the state, sold by the United
States after the organization of

the state.
portion of
land granted
for payment of Grant and Santa
Fe county bonds, validated by
congress, said balance estimated
s
of said 1,000,000
at
acres.
2. For public buildings, public
educational institutions and other
L350.000
institutions,
public
acres of land, valued at the minimum price fixed by congress at

(c)

The unusued

1,000,000 acres of

two-third-

$4,050,000.

,

.

For the payment of bonds
issued by Grant and Santa Fe
counties, which were validated
'
by congress against the protest
of said counties, 1,000,000 acres
of land valued at $4,000,000. It
d
is estimated that
of
this donation will pay said bonds,
and the enabling act makes the
rest of said donation or the proceeds thereof a permanent school
fund for the benefit of the common schools.
The following safeguards relative to these lands are contained
in the enabling act: "All lands,
leaseholds, timber and other products of land, before being of
3.

one-thir-

I

fered shall be apralsed at their
true value, and no sale or other
disposal thereof shall be made,
for a consideration less than the
value so ascertained, nor in any
case less than the minimum
price hereinafter fixed, nor upon
credit, unless accompanied by
ample security, and the legal
title shall not be deemed to have
passed until the consideration
'
shall have been paid.
"Lands east of the line between ranges 18 and 19 east of
New Mexico Principal Meridian,
shall not be sold for less than $5
per acre, and lands west of that
line shall not be sold for less
than $3 per acre, and no lands
which are or shall be susceptible
of irrigation under any projects
now or hereafter completed or
adopted by the United States
under legislation for the reclamation of lands, or under any other
project for the reclamation of
lands, shall be sold at less than
$25 per acre.

,

j

"Every lease, sale, conveyance
or contract, of or concerning any
of the lands hereby granted or
confirmed, or the use thereof, or
the natural products thereof, not
made in substantial conformity
with the provisions of this act,
shall be null and void, any provision of the constitution or laws
of the said stata to the contrary
notwithstanding."
We secure these gifts by adopting statehood; we loose them by
rejecting statehood.
But this is not all we gain by
.statehood. We bring to a successful conclusion a contest which
we have waged for sixty-threyears. We realize the fruition of
our hopes long deferred. We se-cthe blessings of
a privilege estimated
among freemen as beyond price.
We shall have. In place of a voteless delegate, two senators and
two representatives to represent
ixs In the councils oi the nation.
We snail have all the safeguards
provided by the enabling act and
the provisions of our constitution.
Wifch state government we may
s
rightfully expect a great Influx
of capital and people to develop
our latent resources, and great In- -'
crease In population, wealth and
general prosperity of our people.
We respectfully point out to
those who differ from us that a t
vote against the constitution is
in reality only a vote against
e

ur

statehood-

-

To those opposing the constitution because it does not declare
for prohibition, we say, neither
does it declare against prohibition. If statehood should be do-feated you get no prohibition,
but you perpetuate territorial,
government.
To those who oppose the constitution because it does not provide for direct legislation, we
answer that you do not have direct legislation under tlhe territorial form of government, and
that a defeat of statehood does
not secure direct legislation, but
only perpetuates the burdens of a
territorial government.
The fact that it has required
sixty-thre- e
years of struggle to
secure the opportunity for
is sufficient evidence
that it is not easily obtained. Let
us accept it while there Is opportunity and before it eludes
our grasp.
If the things which the constitution does not contain are right,
and worth while, they will live,
and If the people desire them, the
constitution can be amended to
provide for them. It is much
easier to amend the constitution
than it is to get an enabling act
through congress.
No man who is interested in
his own welfare and in the welfare of New Mexico will do Justice by himself or by his commonwealth unless he casts his
ballot on January 21 FOR THE
CONSTITUTION. A man's first
duty is to ids family and then to
tola state.
The Optic firmly believes that every man will do his
duty on election day. The bigger the 'majority for the constitution the better impression will
the document make on President
Governor
Taft and congress.
Mills' 25,000 prediction would be
about the right size and we believe that prediction will come
true on January 21.
nt
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have them draw interest. Time
ftory of having wisely deposited them when you
see the growth they have attained.
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COMING ATTRACTIONS
-

"THE GIRL

COLUMN

"The Girl In

Bag

Optic's Number, Main 2.
SATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Flvt cent per line each Insertion
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will
he booked at space actually set, with
ut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

IN

THE TAXI"

"ISLE OF SPICE"

the Taxi," a hilarious

It doesn't take much power of deand duction to figure out that If it costs

melange of music, merriment
mountains of mirth, is announced as
the attraction for Friday night at the
Duncan.
"The Girl in the Taxi" comes with
an enviable record in this country
and abroad. It scored a sensation in
Paris and eclipsed all runs where
long careers are common. In Chicago
it played to capacity business for up
wards of 250 nights. In Boston It
broke all records for attendance and
box office receipts and carried off high
honors for length of engagement
The story concerns the escapades
of pretty Mignon, wife of a perfume
manufacturer, and the efforts of
Bertie Stewart to keep an appoint
ment with her for a midnight sup- -

Help Wanted, Etc.
WOMEN Sell guaranteed hose. 70
per cent profit. Make $10 daily.
Full or part time. Beginners in
vestigate. Strong Knit, Box 4029
West Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale
Las

Vegas,

N. M.

FOR SALE Gentle family driving
horse. Inquire C. McClanahan, Ro
senthal Furniture Co., or 1055
Sixth street.

'

lt

'

SALE Legal blanks of all d
scri .tions. Notary seals and reo
ords at The Optic office.

FOR

For Rent

'
'

FUH RENT

Carriage and automobile
pamt shop; best location, low rent.
Splendid opportunity tor one intend
ing to change climate for health
reasons. Inquire A. H. Lorenzen.

(k

191

r

ed for a period of two years, the
third class of four members shall be
elected for a period of three years,
the fourth class of four members Ehall
be elected for a period of four years,
and the fifth class of four members
shall be elected for a period of five
years; and thereafter, all members of
the said board of trustees shall hold
their office for a term of five years,
respectively, or until their successors
are elected and qualified, and the annual election of trustees made necessary by this section, shall be held on
on the first Tuesday after the first
Monday of February of each year, but
at all times, a majority of the said
board of trustees shall be residents of
New Mexico, and said board shall have
power to fill any vacancy among Its
members from' persons having Che
same qualifications.
ARTICLE VL
The names and post office addresses of the trustees of this corporation are as follows,
John R. Gass, Albuquerque, New

THE LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

SHORT '(ORDERS AND REGULAR DONERS

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M
Regular communi-

.

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

E. ROSENWALD

LODGE NO. 645,

Meets every first Tues-- .
'
day of the month in the vestry
at 8
Montefiore
rooms of Temple
are
brothers
m.
Visiting
o'clock, p.
AppeL
inivted. Isaac
cordially
Chas. Greenclay,
President;
I. O. B. B.

g

v3

to-wi-t:

i

I'll'

X

ft

two-third-

FUH KENT 7 room house. 919 Til1.
den. $10 per mouth.
Geo.

,

Hunker.

.

FOR RENT Light
housekeeping
rooms. Electrio light and bath.
Inquire 717 Fifth street, or Phone
Vegas 159.

n

SCENE FROM "THE

Weil ifurniahed house, per at Churchill's Cafe. Papa Stew
avenue. Inquire New Op- art, Bertie's father, while posing as
the possessor of all the domestic
tic hotel.
virtues, goes also to the same res
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Mrs. taurant to meet a couple of chorus
Del Chambers, 710 Grand Avenue. girls. Bertie'a cousin from Philadel
phia, Percy by name, who has come
FOtt RENT Seven room house with to New York for throat treatment by
electric lights and bath. Inquire a physllcan who practices chiefly
among girls of the stage, turns up at
929 GalUnas.
the same dining room to keep an ap
FOR RENT Five' room house. Apply pointment with a vaudeville artist.
Father, son and nephew meet under
920 Galllnae.
rather embarrassing and laughable
conditions and confusion runs ram
pant. The third act unravels the
mix-up- s
In a way least expected ahd
the
all
Mra.
guilty parties swear, with
Maude
MANICURING,
Ulbrich,
hands upraised, that it will never
920 Washington.
'
occur again.
A cast of unexcelled
comedians
LOCAL TIME CARD
present "The Girl in the Taxi," which
contains just enough dancing, singing
and music to relieve the rapid-fir- e
WEST BOUND
maintained by the numberless
pace
Arrive
which crowd the play
complications
No. 1
1:50 P.
from curtain to curtainNo. 3
6:15 A.
No. 7
5:15 P. M.
No. 9
6:35 P. MNOTICE FOR BIDS
The undersigned school directors
'
'
Depart
of Wagon Mound district in Mora
No. 1
2:10 P. M. county, will meet on the 6th day of
No. 3
6; 30 A. M. February, A. D. 1911, with the pur
No. 7
5:40 P. M. pose of on that day opening and re
No. 9
7:00 P. Mceiving bids for the erection and con
struction of a "four room adobe or
EAST BOUND
rock building and assembly room.'
Arrive
Persons desiring to b'd may get plans
No. 2
9:10 P. M. and specificatione from County Super
No. 4
11:25 P. M. intendent Bias Sanchez at Wagon
No. 8
1:15 A.
Mound. The board reserves the right
No 10
. 1:45 P.
to reject one or all of said bids if
with our
found not in accordance
Depart
plans and specifications. For further
No- 2
9:15 P. M. Information address County Superin
No. 4
....11:30 P. M. tendent Bias Sanchez. '
No. 8
1:25 A. M.
DAMACIO CHAVEZ, Chairman,
No. 10
2:10 P. M.
J. D. MEDINA, Clerk,
MANUEL PALTENGHE Director
An
AppreFoley's Kidney Remedy
Dec 28, Jan 4, 11, 18
ciation
a
L. McConnell Catherine, St,
N. T., writes: "I wish to exA sprained ankle will usually dispress my appreciation of the great
good I derived from Foley's Kidney able the injured person for three or
Remedy, which I used fo.' a bad case four weeks. This la due to lack or
of kidney trouble. Five bottles did proper treatment. When Chamberthe work most effectively and proved lain's Liniment is applied a cure may
to me beyond doubt It Is the most re- he effected In three or four days. This
liable kidney medicine I have 'ever liniment is one of the best and most
taken." O. G. Schaefer and Red remarkable preparations In use. Sold
Crosa Drug Co.
; , i 71,23 by all druggists.
FOR RENT
612 Main

Miscellaneous

-

-

-

-

CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
Territory of New Mexico; Office
of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record in this office at Three o'clock p.
m., on the Twenty-nint- h
day of December, A. D. 1910, Substitute Articles
of Incorporation of Montezuma College, No. 6644, and also, that I have
compared the following copy of the
same with the original thereof now
on file, and declare it to be a correct
transcript therefrom and of the whole
thereof.
Give unler my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico
at the City of Santa Fe. the Capital
cii this Ninth diy of January, A. D.

u,

cation first and
several thousand dollars to ' produce
third Thursday in
an ordinary musical comedy, It must
each month. Vlait-- "
cost a small fortune to launch an exlng brothers cor
extravaganza like the
traordinary
dially Invited. William H. Stapp, W.
"Isle of Spice," B. C. Whitney's pt
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
quant musical mixture. It's all exLAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, KNIGKTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
1911.
Atraordinary scenery, elecirteal
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR--Regul- ar
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
NATHAN JAFFA,
ffects, costumes, cast and chorus. It
in O. R. C. hall. Pioner
second
Thursday
conclr
Secretary of New Mexico.
is the object of the press 'of the
members are corat
month
each
Tuesd.c
In
Visiting
building.
F.
Edwin
Coard,
By
pubcountry to tell the theater-goinR. Tipton. G. K.;
D.
W.
invited.
C.
m.
7:30
Masonic
dially
at
p.
Tiuiple
Assistant Secretary.
lic Just hat is good and bad in the
S
E. P. Mackel. F.
Tamme,
Boncher, S. C; Charle
Certificate of Incorporation of
theatrical world. Read the splendid
tiecorder.
encomiums which have been written
Montezuma College
i. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. 1
Mexico.
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL
about the greatest of all musical
Know All Men by Theae Presents:
'Meets every Monday evening at
Norman Skinner, Las Vegas, New
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
comedies, "The Isel of Spice." It's That we, John R. Gass, Norman Skintheir hall on Sixth street All visittion first Monday in each
true, every word of it. This attrac- ner, Jefferson Raynolds, George A. Mexico.
ing Brethren cordially Invited to atJefferson Raynolds, Las Vegas, New
month at Maaonis Temple,
tion will be here on the 25th at the Fleming, Frederick H. Pierce, Henry
tend, SIg Nahm, N. G.,; Carl Wsrta,
Mexico.
at 7:30 p m. M. R. WilDuncan opera houBe.
V. G.; T. M. El wood. Sscmair;
G. Ooors, James
H. Stearns, who
liams, H. P.; Chas. H.
George A. Fleming, Las Vegaa, New
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V. Hs4-cocsign this certificate, and all of whom Mexico.
Sporleder, Secretary.
are citizens of the United States, and
cemetery trustee.
Frederick H. Pierce, Las Vegas, EL
LODGE
NO.
DORADO
1,
residents of New Mexico, as shown
NO. 13779 MOD
New Mexico.
OF
PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP
KNIGHTS
by the post office addresses hereinERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
G. Coore, Las Vegas, New
Henry
Monday
every
after given, have this day associated
Mexico.
Meets the second and fourth Tuesevening In Caa-tl- e
ourselves together and desire to in
H. Sterns, Las Vegas, New
James
days of each month in the W. O. W.
Hall. Visiting
corporate . for the purposes of esta.l
at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
hall
Mexico.,
corare
Knights
lishing a college of learning, and to
Hon. William H. Pope, Roswell,
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
dially Invited.
become a body corporate under secNew Mexico.
Clerk. Visiting neighbors are corA.
Geo.
Fleming,
tion 462 to 466 inclusive, of the ComJames G. McNary, El Paso, Texas.
dially invited.
Keeper of Recpiled Laws of the Territory of New
J. S. McTavish, Magdalena, New
ords and SeaL
Mexico in 189.7, and such other secMexico.
DKNTISTS.
tions of the Laws of the Territory of
William J. Murphy, Phoenix, AriNew Mexico as may affect such corF. R. LORD
zona.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
DENTIST
poration.
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets first
Hugh A. Cooper, Albuquerque, New
Office Pioneer Building
We hereby certify as follows:
and third Wednesday
of each
Mexico.
Rooms 3 and 4
ARTICLE I
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
George Logie,, Douglaa, Arizona.
Office Phone Main 57
The corporate name of of the said
.
hall. A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W.'A.
Harlan P. Croy, Globe, Arizona.
Residence Phone 418
corporation is "Montezuma College."
Givens,
Frank C. Reid, Phoenix, Arizona.
Secretary. Visiting memDR. E. U HAMMOND
ARTICLE II.
bers cordially invited.
Gablno Rendon, Santa Fe, New
"ff"'
DENTI8T
The place where the said college is Mexico.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Has
to be conducted Is in the County of
building.
Henry M. Campbell, Phoenix, Arifourth Tuesday evening of each Suits 4, Crockett
and
residence.
office
at
San Miguel, Territory of New Mexico, zona.
phones
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
and its principal business is to be
Jeremiah Moore, Taos, New Mexico.
Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
transacted in one of the buildings of
ATTOltttHYb
Samuel Magill, Raton, New Mexico.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con
the college maintained on Its college
E. Edgar1 Mathes, Artesla, New Mex
don, Secretary.
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester
Hunker
site in the said County near the City ico.
FRATERNAL
NO
"
BROTHERHOOD,
li
HUNKER & HUNKER
office of the
or
i
in
Las
the
of
VII.
ARTICLE
Vegas,
'
' ""' I
" "
102 Meets every Friday night at
$
Attorneys at Law
These articles of Incorporation shall
corporation in the city of Las Vegas,
hall in the Schmidt building La Vegas,
their
New Mexico
New Mexico; and John R. Gass of not be changed or amended except
vest of Fountain Square, at eight
s
Albuquerque, New Mexico, Is hereby with the consent, in writing, of
o'clock. Visiting members are cor ATTENTION
STOCK OWNERS I
named as the agent In charge thereof the members of the board of
dially welcome. W. C. Dennis, presl
am fully prepared to prevent in your
of, and upon 'whom process against trustees of said corporation.
dem': Frank Revell, Secretary.
said corporation may be served.
In Witness Whereof, we faave herestoci, all contagious blood or germiRED
MEN Meet in Fraternal Brothcidal diseases; such as, distemper
unto set our hands and seals this
ARTICLE III
erhood hall every second and fourth
in horses, black leg in cattle, fliaria
The purposes for Which this said 28th day of December, A. D. 1910.
Thursday, sleep at the eighth run
corporation la formed, are:
(bronchitis) in sheep, hog cholera
(Signed)
To establish, operate and. maintain
Visiting brothers always w oleoma
JOHN R. GASS.
In pigs, and a number of others.
to the wigwam. E. E. Gehrlng
NORMAN SKINNER.
a college for educational purpose!
Will also cure any of the above dissachem; Waite H. Davis, chief ot
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS,
eases while others pronounce them
with all power necessary to mainrecords and collector of wampum
GEO. A. FLEMING.
incurable. Will go to any part ot
tain and conduct a
GIRL IN THE TAXI."
the territory when called by responFREDERICK H. PIERCE,
Christian College of liberal arts, the
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
sible parties. Write for terms and
HENRY G. COORS.
natural eclencea and professional,
evenings each month, at Fraterna
fees. Address, Dr. G. S. Montoya,
Brotherhood hall. Visiting Brothers
JAMES H. STEARNS.
to
technical
and
industrial
courses;
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1206 National avenue, E. Las Vegas,
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulrs
hon- Territory of New Mexico,
such
and
degrees
grant
literary
(Not Coal Land
N. M. Phone Vegas 224.
C.
E.
colSan
Ward,
es.
of
ors
Secretary.
are
President;
Miguel,
as
County
usually granted by any
Department of the Interior, U. S.
On this 28th day of December, A.
in
of
United
the
States,
learning
lege
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. Dec
and, In testimony theerof, to give suit- D. 1910, before me personally appear- wit: the 31st day of December, A. of said petition and for an order that
12. litlO.
able
diplomas under its seal and the ed Norman Skinner, Jefferson Ray- D. 1910, entered its order fixing the the clerk of said court, give and pubNotice Is hereby given that John
of such officers of the col- nolds, Geo. A. Fleming, Frederick H. hour of 10 o'clock a. m. on the 28th lish a notice of
signatures
W. Grimes, of Cherryvale, N. M., who,
the filing of said petias
be deemed expedient.
shall
Pierce, Henry G. Coors, and James H. day of
lege
A. D. 1911, at the tion and the hearing thereof.
Enon May 5, 1909, made Homestead
January,
The teaching and management of Stearns and John R. Gass, to me known Court House in Las
And the court being now sufficientVegas, San Mitry, No. 010006, for SE 4, Section
the
college shall always be In accord to be the persons described in and who guel County, Territory of New Mex- ly advised in the premises doth order
9, Township 16 N., Range 21 E., N.
with that of the evangelical Chris executed the forego'ng instrument, ico, aa the time and
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
place for the that the 28th day of January, A. D.
tian
churches concerning the Father- and each for himself, and not for each
s 1911, at 10 o'clock a. m, of said
intention to make Final Commutation
hearing of said petition; that all
day
hood and Sovereignty
of God, the other acknowledege that he had exe
Interested in the organization of be and is hereby fixed as the time of
Proof, to establish claim to the land
cuted the same as his own free act said
district or in the proceedings for hearing the said petition; said hearabove described, before Robt. L. M. Divinity and Atonement of Jesus
deed.
and
work
of
the
the
and
Christ,
person
S.'
the Issuance of said bonds may, on or ing to be at the court house at Las
Court Commissioner, at
Ross, U.
In Witness Whereof, I have here before
the date fixed for the hearing Vegas, San Miguel County, Territory
Las Vegas, N. M., on the 20th day Holy Spirit, and the Bible as. an au
unto set my hand and affixed my offl of said
thoritative
revelation
from
and
God,
of January, 1911.
the 28th
petition,
of New Mexico; and it is further orother fundamental doctrines of Chris oial seal the day and year first above of January, A. D. 1911, demur today
Claimant names as witnesses :
or dered that the clerk of this court
written.
answer said petition.
Herbert Smith, of Gonzales, N. M., tianity.
shall give and publish a notice of the
WM. G. HAYDON,
and
To
receive
hold
(Signed)
lease,
pur
by
Bartholomew B. Schweiger, of CherryThat on said 28th day of January, filing of said petition and of the said
Notary Public. A. D. 1911, at the hour of 10 o'clock
vale, N. M., William Smith, of East! chase, bequest or grant, real and per (Notarial Seal)
day fixed for the hearing thereof; and
commission
Jan. 15, 1913 a. m. at
My
as
sonal
Is
for
the
expires
property
necessary
Las Vegas, N. M., John M. Stubley
the Court House, Laa Vegas, that any person interested in the orEndorsed:
No.
Cor.
furtherance
6644,
Rec'd.
Vol,
of
for
its objects and
the
of East Las Vegas, N. M.
Terr'tory of New Mexico, or at such ganization of said district or in the
6,- Page 87, Substitute
Articles of In time
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register. purpose for which said corporation is
as the hearing may be adjourn- proceedings for the issue or sale of
of
formed.
Montezuma
corporation
College. ed to, the said District
Dec 13 Jan 18
Court of San said bonds, may on or, before the date
To acquire such real estate in con Filed In Offlce of the Secretary
of
will
Miguel
to hear fixed aa aforesaid for the hearing of
County
proceed
New
Mexico
Dec. 29, 1910; 3. p. m.
nection with said college property 3
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
said petition and examine the pro said petition, demur to or answer unbe deemed for the best interest? Nathan Jaffa, Secretary. Compared
may
(Not Coal Land)
ceedings upon which said bond issue to said petition.
therof, to establish and form a col C. F. K. .to J. O.
is based, for the purpose of ratifying
Department of the Interior, U. fc.
And it is further ordered that the
in
connection with
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. lege community
and confirming the said bond issue, said notice, including a copy of this
said institution.
12 litiu.
NOTICE OF HEARING
if said proceedings are found to be order shall be
published in the Laa
ARTICLE IV
Notice Is hereby given that Herbert
and according to law.
Territory of New Mexico,
regular
Vegas
a daily newspaper
Dally
Optic,
The
for
which said corpora
period
Smith, of Gonzales, N. M., who, on
County of San Miguel, ss.
By order of Court,
published in the City of Las Vegas,
to
tion
is
exist
is
from
and
fifty
years
October 26, 1909, made Homestead
In the District Court,
San Miguel county, Territory of New
JOHN JOERNS,
In the Matter of the Petition of the
Entry Serial No. 012004, for Lots 1 aften the date of its Incorporation and
Mexico, as provided by law.
Clerk
of
the
District
Court
San
for
such
altimes
further
as
be
Miguel
may
and 2 and S 2 NE
Board of Directors of The Las Vegas
Section 2,
Done In open court this 31st
County.
lowed by law.
Jan. 25
day of
Township 16 N., Range 21 E., N. M. P.
Irrigation District, praying that the
A. D. 1910.
December,
T
ARTICLE V.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
for
the issue and sale of
proceedings
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
The management
ORDER OF COURT
of the college the bonds of said Diatrict may be
to make Final ' Commutation Proof,
'
Jan 25
Judge, etc.
and shall be examined, approved and confirmed by Territory of New Mexico,
to establish claim to the land above shall be
board the Court. No. 6947. Notice of
described, before Robt L. M. Ross, TJ. vested in a
County of San Miguel, ss
S. Court Commissioner, at Las Ve- of twenty evangelical Christian church Hearing.
LEGAL NOTICE
In the DlBtrict Court
gas, N. M., on the 20th day of Jan members known as trustees and whose To All Whom It May Concern:
Having assumed entire ownerahir,
In the matter of the Petition of the
election and terms of office shall be
and control of the Las Vegas Iron
iNoiice is nereby given that the Board
uary, 1911.
of Directors of The Laa Vegas
as follows: The persons herein be- Board of Directors of The Las
Claimant names as witnesses:
Vegas Irrigation District, praying that the Works, the publio Is hereby notified
Bartholomew B. Schweiger, of Cher- low mentioned shall constitute the Irrigation District have, on
the proceedings for the issue and sale of that no credit is to be given
the firm without my personal or writryvale, N. M, John W.- - Grimes, of first board of trustees, and shall hold 30th day of December, A. D. 1910 the bonds of said District
may be ten order.
George A. Humph- their office until their successors are filed a petition in the District Court examined,
Cherryvale, N.
and
approved
confirmed by
D. elected and qualified; Provided, how- of San Miguel County,
LAS VEGAS IRON WORKS,
rey, of Shoemaker, N.
Territory of the court. No. '6947. Order of r.nmt
A. Maes, of Gonzales, N. M.
ever, that on the first Tuesday after New Mexico, praying that the proChas. F. Adlon. ProDrietor'
Be It Remembered, That on the 31st
Deo 28, Jan 4, 11
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register: the first Monday in February, 1911, ceedings in said petition set forth for
of December, A. D. 1910. the
there shall be an election of trustees the Issuance and sale of the bonds of day
Dec 13 Jan 18
Board
of Directors of The Las Vegas
to succeed those herein named, and said district, be examined,
approved Irrigation District, presented a peti-tio- n
If you are suffering: from
the
trustees
elected
at said time shall and confirmed by this court, and be
For La Grippe Coughs and Stuffy '
to the Honorable C. J. Roberts. neas, constipation,
indigestion, chron-!- o
be divided into five classes of four declared to be legal and valid obliColds
headache, invest one cent in a pos- juoge or Batd court praying for the
Take Foley's Honey and Tar. It members each, of whom the first gations of said district and a lien
u
up examination, approval and confirma- 7
lo uamDeriain Medi- '
feives quick relief and expels the cold class of four members shall be elected on the real
estate In said district.
- Iow4' wlth
tion of the bonds issued
from your system. It contains no
yur
dissaid
by
address plainly on the back,
for a period of one year, the second
That the said district court of San
opiate, it is safe and sure. O. G.
aa provided by law. and
trict,
and
will
they
forward
class
of four members shall be elect Miguel County has heretofore on, to-- the
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Pie of Chamberlain's
court fix the time for the
Stomal sam
hearing Liver Tablets.
Sold by all dnJggX

VI.;'

FOR SALE CHEAP Return trip tick-e- t
to Chicago. Address Box 214, K
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with Mrs.

promptlycont
Pinkham !
Mass. Alllettersarereceivedro tXT
reaaana answered by women. A wol
Cf her prtrtS lif
ness to a woman;
immce Detween
Mrs. Pinkham and
tlio W0m6n Of
America which has
never been broken.
Never has
pub.
lished a testimonial or used she
a
without the written consent ofletter
the
writer and never has the Company
allowed these confidential letters to
get out of their possession, as the
lunaretts or thousands of them in
their files will attest.
UUt Of the vast vnliimonf DrnJ
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in San
Francisco, Geole
I.
I lO
luuuooiiu
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All high grade tonics used at

Nol-ette'-

A Wonder Worker for 25c

s

'

barber shop.
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BOYE NEEDLE THREADER

LOCAL NEWS

Bill

n,

Will Thread a Needle in the Dark

ffThreader

Automobile, carriage and sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

Jk

wj

.

Clean, hot towel, each and
shave, at Sanitary Barber
Nagle & Buhler.

Packed in their own juice, very tender
and retain all their natural flavor and
:
:
:
freshness
1

i2

twiatlns. bitinuorcuttinu

t

thread.

On February 3 the basketball team
of the University of New Mexico will
Considerable delinquent tax money come here from Albuquerque to play

has been collected recently In this a return game with the bunch of basand other counties by the district at- ket tossers of the Normal University.
Arrangements to that effect were .pertorney's office.

THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
193 or Main 194

Main

Phone

379.

Ludwig Wra.

and stripes, all good
styles, short bosoms,

Ilfeld

just what you want

j

White Cleaned Oats
Bran Corn Corn Chops
and
FLOUR"

during thiscold weather. Not all sizes of
one kind, but all sizes
in the lot, sizes 14 to 17.

BURGLARS BUSY
ON WEST

SIDE

fected yesterday. The Normal boys
Talk about early spring. The Santa were defeated by the University of
Fe today got out a lot of screens that Albuquerque recently by the score of
it has had stored in the garret of 21 to 19. They believe they are the
best aggregation. In spite of their dethe passenger station.
feat and are planning to take the EL RANCHO SALOON AND ROMERO MERCANTILE COMPANY
Best service in the city and finest measure of the Duke City bunch when
meals for the price asked for are it plays here. The girls' teams of the
SUFFER LOSSES
furnished patron's of the White Normal and the High School will play
a game preliminary to the big coh-teKitchen- Meals 25 cents.
Two burglaries took place on the
West side last night, thieves effectRan-cho- "
The Ladies Aid , of the Christian
ing entrance to Juan Silva's "El
Ice in immense quantities i being
church meets tomorrow afternoon at
saloon on the Plaza and the es
2:30 o'clock with Mrs. J. C.Rex, at furnished the- Santa Fe railway by tablishment of the Romero Mercanthe Agua Pura company and will be tile company. A sum of money
her home, 1018 Fourth street
utilized in the southern part of the amounting to not more than $3 and a
Tomorrow night the Eastern Star territory. Five thousand tons have few bananas were stolen from the
will hold a meeting at which officers already been shipped to Albuquerque, Romero store, while the robbers who
for the ensuing year will be installed. Belen and other storage points on the visited the Silva saloon secured over
All members are urged to be present. road.
Stephen Powers of the Agua $40 in cash. In both instances the
Pura .company today went to Albu- robbers entered from the rear.
Boots and shoes made to order for querque and will superintendent the
In the rear of "El Rancho" there
cripples a specialty. My old custom- storage of the Ice. He will be gone Is a door equipped with two glass
Workmen are still en- panels. The burglars broke one of
ers and the public are generally in- several day
in
Marme.
and
cutting Ice on the Agua these. It was then easy to reach
gaged
Joe
vited to call
see
Pura company's reservoirs. The ice In and unlock the door. Most of the
tin 621 Sixth street.
crop this year is said to be heavy money taken was removed from the
and from nine to sixteen inches in slot machines. These were broken
in
In
are
sales
Lingerie
progress
some of the big dry goods stores and thickness.
open with an ice pick, Mr. Silva
some of the more modest men in Las
keeps this utensil, which is a large
in
was
the
shown
So
little
interest
cannot
show
in
and
the
Vegas
heavy tool, in the top compart
glance
election for justices of the peace and ment of his ice box. He believes the
windows without blushing.
constables, which waa held Monday, men who robbed the place were fam
its interior. Otherwise
Rev. J. C. Clark, , who has been that few returns from the outside iliar with
pastor of the Shiloh Baptist congre- precincts of the county have been they would not have known where
all to look for the ice pick.
gation, which is made up of colored received. It is not expected that
when
machines were
Two of the slot
people, has been sent to Roswell to will be in before January 17,
take up mission work. Mr. Clark the county commissioners will meet opened at the back, the doors being
wishes to announce to his creditors as a canvassing board and examine pried open. Scars and splinters on
that he will meet all his obligations the returns for the purpose of de- the third machine showed the rob
claring the election of the candidates bers had tried to force it open bi't
here in the immediate future.
of had failed. In order to get all the
receiving the largest number
did
none
votesthe
of
In
precincts
money the machines contained the
A number of Las Vegas people attended the big race meet at Santa Fe the candiates of the republican ticket thieves pried off the metal fixtures
through which the coins are Inserted
yesterday and witnessed some excit- encounter opposition.and which are capable of containing
ing races. Another meet win be held
The basketbaU game tvetween the a considerable eum. One of the ma
tomorrow. It la reported that several
hundred dollars changed bands on Las Vegas Highs and the studious chines was equipped with a "jack
the result of the races yesterday. young persons who make up the squad pot." This was broken open and the
Some of the best horses in the terri- of the Raton high school, wWoh is to money appropriated.
be played here January 20, will be
One of the machines was made for
tory were among the entries.
preceded by a game between the the reception of quarters.
The me
This morning a big freight car, girls' teams of the Normal and the tal fixture at the top was brokon off
School. There Is much rivalry and carried away. It was found this
heavily loaded, jumped the track in High
front of the Rosenwald store on the between the two girls' teams, the morning on the bank of tfce Gallinas
Plaza as It wa3 being pushed to the Normal having won the first game, river i short distance north of the
Charles Ilfeld company's store houses which was played here several weeks bridge. The thieves had broken it
the street railway company's ago. Each team has a large bunch open by hammering It with rocks and
by
and the game will at had removed all the coins it con
of
goat" It took considerable time to tractsupporters as
much interest as the tained.
nearly
get the car back on the rails and Raton-La- s
Mr. Silva does not leave money in
Vegas contest.
street car service on the Boulevard
his cash register at night but puts the
waa suspended for two or three hours.
John D. Elsworth left last evening small changes in a glass and hides it
he under the bar. The burglars found
where
for Stockton, Calif.,
Superintendent Rufus Mead of the has decided to locate
this and made away with it. They
permanently.
public schools urges all parents who Mr. Ellsworth had resided
for also appropriated Mr. Silva's .45 cal
here
have children to send to school to
some time, being employed at the iber revolver, which was lying in the
start them now, since a new semes
store and later at the Bos- liquor case behind the bar. In actual
ter began Monday, and a delay In Bacharach
ton Clothing establishment as adver- cash Mr. Silva is loser about $43. He
starting the children will simply
man and salesman. Mrs. Ells says the damage to his slot machines
handicap them and disarrange the tising
worth will remain here until Mr. Ells- will amount to between $50 and $75.
work of the various classes. It is to
worth has made arrangements for her
The robbers worked entirely in the
every parent's interest as well as the to
him.
is the belief of the officers, as
join
dark,
child's that he or she be started to
were not drawn when
curtains
the
school at once.
All the members of Montezuma the burglary was discovered
this
encampment No. 2 and all visiting morning. The moon shone brightly
members, all members of Willow into the front of the saloon after mid
Grove No. 5, Woodmen Circle and all night, which would give the robbers
visiting members are requested to be sufficient light to carry on their operapresent at the joint installation of the tions. The wind made so much noise
officers of both lodges, Thursday that had anyone been near the saevening, Jan. 12, at their hall on Sixth loon he could scarcely have heard
street. An excellent supper will be the robbers at their work.
served after the installation.
It is believed two men robbed the
saloon as two sets of tracks were
STOPS SKATING IN ARMORIES
discovered this morning leading from
Among the usages to which the na the rear door. Similar tracks were
Fried Oysters
tional guard armories throughout the found about noon today by
Deputy
territory have been put that are Sheriff Enrique Sena near the place
(Seal Shipt)
frowned down upon by Adjutant Gen where the broken portion of the slot
Heinz India Relish
eral A. S. Brookes, in command of machine was discovered on the banks
the organized militia of the territory, of the river. Deputy Sena believes
Baked Lubbard Squash
is the rental of the , buildings for he has a clue to the identity of al
Sliced Tomatoes skating rinks. Members of the arm least one of the robbers and It Is likeory board of control here have re ly some arrests will be made tonight
(With Yacht Club Salad Dressing)
ceived copies of a recent order of or tomorrow morning.
Butter Nut Bread, Acme Butter the adjutant general advising that the The Romero store was entered
buildings be no olnger rented to pro- through a window In the rear of ;ne
prietors of skating rinks. The La9 Ve- room occupied by the shoe departMince Pie
gas armory and that in Albuquerque ment. The. glass was broken, evi(Kuner'a Mince Meat)
have both been put to this use. The dently with a stone. All the money
Electa Mixed Tea.
armory boards throughout the terri- in tbe cash drawer, amounting;
to
tory find it difficult to maintain the alout $3. was taken. A bunch of banbuildings In their charge without rent anas hanging In the grocery departing them regularly. General Brookes ment was partially stripped.
the
does not object to dances being held thief evidently having a sweet tocth.
in the armories, but draws the line H. C. de Baca of the Romero store
on skating rinks.
this morning discovered a small boy
on the West side with a number of
Best draught beer In the city, at cuts on his hands and face which
PURE THINGS TO EAT
the Lobby, of course.
might have been made by clambering

LAST NIGHT

Timothy Hey

PIE

CJ
5J3
rim. ii m,
Dec i
Simple, durable, stitntnatle.
It threads any needle itself even In the dark.
Most valuable of all atuu'hmerj ts.
PATCNTCO

Ho

lb. Tins for 25c

Phone Main

stiff bosom shirts in
a large number of
patterns. Neat figures

s,

Where is the blizzard? Nobody
knows and nobody is disappointed,
but the coal dealers.

1

"OUR

Shop.

--

AT

THE STORE

every

today a lot of men's

We have in stock needles for any
sewing mochine made. Also Bob-biu-

Shuttles and Belts.

In

We place on sale

NccdW

TARPON BAY CLAMS

:-

SHIRT SALE

Shirts Sold all the Way From
$1.25 to $1.75, We
Offer Choice of lot at J

nrr

We throw in a lot of golf
shirts worth up to $i.a5 at
the same price.

-

G

REEN BERGE R
'A Square Deal"

IT IS A PLEASURE FOR
US TO SHOW OUR GOODS

'

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

131.

-

ESTABLISHED. 1876

-

The

First Rational

Bank

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building, 6th St.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS. President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
transacted.
Interest paid on time deposits.

A general banking business

Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

SCREENED a&Kos LUMP
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

Dm W.
Foot of Main St,

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CONDON
Phone Main 21

Our Chase and Sanborn's High Grade
Coffees and Teas
Meets the demands of all classes, rich and poor, high and low,
inasmuch as they are good, pure, wholesome drinks, at comparatively a moderate cost.
To see it is to like it,
To drink it is to enjoy it
To speak of it is to praise it
We ask you to give Chase and Sanborn's coffees and teas a
trial and be convinced of their merits as luxurious and beneficial
drinks.
.

The Graaf & Hay ward

menu

Tour Luncheon

Co. Store I. H. S

Chase and Sanborn's Sole Agency.

US,

You furnish

Quality is

the girl
and we'll
furnish
the house

J. C.

the thing
that counts

& SON,
JOHNSEN
Avenue.
258625

Phone Main

Douglas

The Modern

Start Right

Method of Ironing
Shirts

Make One Good

Resolution

Is the "press machine" method,
the process we use ini our
laundry.
By this system your shirt
bossoms are ironed without
friction, motion, or undue wear
from any cause. The shirt
bossoms are placed upon the
flat, softly padded Ironing
boards and presses against the
steam heated ironing plate
blng held there until ironed
i.nd dry.
There is no motion, so no
stretching and no pulling of
your shirts. They keep their
better
and
wear
shape
longer. And our process gives
a handsome domestic finish
that even hand ironing cannot
Continued patronage
equel.
will prove to you tha we both
make your linens looks better
and wear longer.

For i9ii
and Use

.

Our Fresh
Roasted
Coffee

BOUCHER
The Coffee

P.

Mn

Grind
to Suit You.

S.-- Will

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

TONIGHT

BARGAINS
Misses and Childrens' Coats
value, now
12 Misses and Childrens' Coats
$6.00 value, now
20 Woman's Coats $6.00 value

20

$3.50

CRYSTAL

THEATRE

now

MOVING

PICTURES

Program changes Sunday,
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday

$2.50
4.60

4.50

Woman's Coats, $10. value,
now
..
7.60
200 Women's and Misses' Knit
Mittens, 35c to 50o value, now. ,2(
150 Women's and Childrens'
Knit Mittens 35c to 60 o value,
15

now

20

Just in a beautiful line of Tailor
through a window frame containing
fragments of broken glass. The boy
will be put through a rigid examination as to his knowledge of the robbery. This is practically the only
evidence against the boy, however.

Made Woman's and Misses SkirU
latest styles at very low prices, also
300 MenB and
Boys' hats nobby
styles, these were drummers' samples and will close out at 33 3 percent off.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.

Romero mercantile Go.

1--

DEPARTMENT STORE.

